where k=m(x, y), v-vix, y), and subscripts denote partial differentiation (').
The similarity between this system and the Cauchy-Riemann equations suggests the study of complex-valued functions (1.2) /(* + iy) = «(*, y) 4-!»(*, y), whose real and imaginary parts are connected by the equations (1.1). Many concepts and results in the theory of analytic functions of a complex variable can be extended to functions satisfying the system (1.1), notably the concept of differentiation, integration, powers, power series, the theorem of Cauchy and Morera and the fundamental theorem of algebra (') . In what follows we make the following assumptions concerning the coefficients <r,-, Tj. to Professor Prager for the many profitable discussions they had with him and for his constant encouragement.
(') Cf. [4] where the applied aspect of the same problem is treated. Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
(3) The idea of defining classes of functions similar to the class of analytic functions by means of systems of partial differential equations has been announced by Picard in 1891 (cf. [5, 6] ). A. Weinstein kindly drew our attention to the fact that for the case <ri = cr2 = l, Ti -T2 = l/y Beltrami defined a process identical to our "differentiation"
and "integration" (cf. [l, 2] ). There also exist other methods of applying function-theoretic results to the study of partial differential equations, notably S. Bergman's method of integral operators (cf. [3] and the papers quoted therein). Some of our results hold also for the hyperbolic case, <7io-2TiT2<0 (cf. §11).
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At one point we shall also assume Hypothesis 5. The limits <rt( + <*>), <tj(-<»), n( + *>), t¡(-°o), i, j = l, 2, exist and are not equal to 0, «>.
Together with (1.1) it is desirable to consider the associated system ux/c2(x) = Ti(y)vy, ujo-i(x) = -T2(y)vx.
(1.4)
The coefficient matrices of (1.1) and (1.4) will be denoted by 2 and 2'
respectively. Thus X being a real parameter. Plainly 2(1) = 2, 2(X)' = 2'(X).
If hypothesis 8 is satisfied as well as the hypotheses a, ß (or ß'), and y, we call S a normal matrix. If 2 is normal, so are 2' and 200.
We shall often use the non-decreasing function m-ziA), defined by (1.8) m-ziA) = max max max IcAt)', Tiit)'\. Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from the definition of the S-derivative (by taking Az first as a real and then as a purely imaginary quantity).
On the other hand, assuming the existence of continuous partial derivatives and setting Az = reie, Some immediate consequences of Theorem 2.1 and of our definition follow. A 2-monogenic function is continuous. A constant is 2-monogenic ; and any function with an identically vanishing 2-derivative is constant.
If f and g are 2-monogenic and a and ß are real constants, then af+ßg is 2-monogenic and (af + ßgY = af + ßg\ Note that if a is a complex constant and if / is a 2-monogenic function, af is not in general 2-monogenic.
Neither are/(z)g(z), /[g(z)] (/ and g being 2-monogenic) nor the function z=/-1 (w) (w=f(z)).
Remark. In the symmetric case(4), <ri=cr2=cr, ti=t2=t, the definition (2.1) may be replaced by the simpler one:
where
and Av is defined similarly.
(4) By introducing new independent variables £ = </>(*). V-'l'(y) the system (1.1) can be put into a simpler form; for instance, into a form with <n = <rs, ti = t2, or a form with m =n = 1.
3. Integration. We define the ^-integral of a continuous function /(z) over a rectifiable curve C by (3.1) I fiz)d2z = 1 i<r2udx -r2vdy) 4-i I Hv/a^)dx + iu/ri)dy). Theorem 3.1. 7//(z) is ~L-monogenic in a closed simply connected domain D bounded by a rectifiable curve C, then (3.4) f/(z)d2z = 0.
Proof. The theorem can be proved by a reasoning similar to that used in Goursat's proof of Cauchy's theorem. A much shorter proof can be given, if we assume an extension of a theorem of Menshoff and Looman, which was suggested by Miss Lorenz and announced without proof by Saks(6). Consider the real part of (3.4), (3.5) f o-2udx -r2vdy.
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We know that the partial derivatives ux, uy, vx exist. It follows from assumption ß that (ff2u)x, (<r2u)y, (r2v)x, (r2v)v also exist. By (1.1), ((r2u)y = (-t2v)x.
This implies that (3.5) vanishes, by virtue of the theorem mentioned above. The same holds for the imaginary part of (3.4) . From this proof it follows that Theorem 3.1 also holds if assumption ß is replaced by ß'. Now let/ be a 2-monogenic function and F(z) = f fdtz= U + iV. Since the partial derivatives (3.6) are continuous we have Thus unlimited 2 and 2'-differentiations of a 2-monogenic function, /, are possible.
Theorem 3.5. ^-differentiation and 2'-integration as well as 2' -differentition and Z-integration are inverse processes, that is,
where f is a 2-monogenic function.
This follows simply by comparing formula (2.3) and (3.1).
The preceding considerations contain also the proof of For such a sequence can be 2-integrated term by term. Remark. Let us replace hypothesis ß by ß'. Then Theorem 3.2 is still true, Theorem 3.3 obviously false, Theorem 3.4 true only if u and v possess continuous partial derivatives of the second order and Theorem 3.5 is true. Unlimited 2 or 2'-differentiation is, in general, impossible. 4. Formal powers. Since a (complex) constant is 2-monogenic, we can construct 2-monogenic functions by iterated 2-and 2'-integrations of a constant. We define (a and z0 being constants) (7) a-Z<°>(z0;z) = a-Z<0)izQ; z) = a, a-Z<-n\zo;z) = n \ (a-Z^-^zo; z))dz>z,
By definition a-Z(n) is 2-monogenic and a-Z(n) 2'-monogenic. Furthermore and similarly for Z(n)(z0; z). We call a-Z(n> the "formal product" of a with the "formal power" Z«(z0; z) (cf. §8). If ms = l, then a-Z<">(z0; z)=a(z-z0)n.
The real and imaginary parts of the formal powers aZ(n)(z0; z) furnish an unlimited number of particular solutions of the equations (1.3a) and (1.3b). For the handling of these formal powers it is convenient to use the following formulas, formally equivalent to the binomial formula for (z -z0)"(8).
We first introduce the following (real) functions: These formulae can be checked easily by calculating the first few formal powers and then proved by induction. In this section we did not use hypothesis ß but only ß'. Even a weaker hypothesis (continuity or integrability of the o-,-, r,) would be sufficient. 5. Inequalities for formal powers. In this section we shall derive some auxiliary inequalities to be used later. These inequalities show that for very small and (under certain conditions)
for very large values of \z -Zo\, a-Z(n)(z0; z) behaves like an ordinary power.
First we note that by (1.8) and (4.5) Similar inequalities are also true for X*<-"\ F(n), F*(n).
This implies Lemma 5.1. We have
For, setting a=a+iß, we have by (5.1) and (4.6)
\ a-Z (z0; z) | §= 2\ a\ ms (\ Zo\ + \ z\ )(\ x -Xo\ + \ y -yo\ ) ■
We have also the somewhat deeper Lemma 5.2. Given two constants a 5^0 araa" Zo, araa" a positive integer n, there exist a positive 8 and a positive e (both depending upon 2) such that
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume Zo = 0. We consider first two special cases:
In case (I) we choose corresponding to any positive ei<l a positive e2 = €2(ei)<eisuch that max {|l-<r?(*)|, |l-r)(t)\ } <eu for \t\ á«j, *-l, 2; k= ±1. Then mz(e2) <l + «i and A simple calculation shows that the first (« -1) 2*-and 2*-derivatives of g vanish identically, whereas the reth derivative is a nonvanishing constant, say ö*. Since g(0) =0 we have giz) = a*Z+ (z), a* • ZS¡I° being the formal power obtained from 2* in the same way as a ■ Z(n) was obtained from 2. Obviously \a-ZM(z)\ ^mz\0)\giz)\.
But 2* satisfies condition (I). Thus case (II) is reduced to case (I).
Finally, the general case can be reduced to case (II). Let f = £+¿77 be a 2* -License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2* = new independent variable defined by g = x + iy = (#i(0)t,(0))W{ + i(ffi(0)Tl(0)yi\ A simple calculation shows that a 2-monogenic function f(z) is a 2*-monogenic function of f where
and that Thus the lemma is proved. Finally we consider the matrix 2(X) (defined by (1.7) ) and denote by a-Z\\z) the formal powers constructed with respect to this matrix. Re-examining the proof of Lemma 5.3 and recalling (1.9) as well as the obvious fact that
we see that the following somewhat stronger lemma is true. But m is a solution of a partial differential equation of second order with analytic coefficients (1.3a). Since for y = 0, u=0, dw/dy = 0, it follows from the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem that u = 0. Hence v is constant and so is/. But/(0) =0 so that/vanishes identically. 7. Formal power series. By virtue of Theorem 3.7, a formal power series CO (7.1) ¿2an-Z(n)(a;z) n-0 represents a 2-monogenic function in any domain in which it converges uniformly. We shall postpone the discussion of the exact domain of convergence of (7.1) and prove only Proof. Let D be the domain given by
where r is the radius of convergence of (7.2) Now let /(z) be an arbitrary 2-monogenic function defined at z = a. We de* termine the coefficients o" from (7.4) and use these coefficients to form the series (7.2). By virtue of Theorem 6.1 this series possesses a nonvanishing radius of convergence. With the same coefficients we form the series (7.1). By virtue of Theorem 7.1 this series converges uniformly and absolutely in some neighborhood of a. The function it represents possesses at a the (2, 2')-derivatives n\a". Therefore, by Theorem 6.1, the series represents/(z).
Thus we have proved Theorem 7.2. A function which is 2-monogenic at z = a can be iuniquely) expanded in a formal power series of the form (7.1).
We next establish If we replace hypothesis ß by ß' the proof of Theorem 7.1 remains the same, whereas that of Theorem 7.3 breaks down. Theorem 7.3 is still true, but only for functions for which the existence of a formal Taylor development at z = a is known a priori.
8. Correspondence between 2-monogenic and analytic functions. Let f(z) b,e 2-monogenic at z = a and <p(z) analytic at this point. We say that at a f corresponds to <f> if (that is, the formal product of the constant fib) and the function g) is different from h. In general Hib)^hib). <ï> is an entire function. By (8.6) and Lemma 5.1
is an entire function satisfying (8.5). 9. Formal polynomials. We shall call a 2-monogenic function a formal polynomial of the «th degree, if at some point a it corresponds to a polynomial of the «th degree, that is, if (9.1) /(*) = a0 + ai-Z^ia; z) -\-h an-Z^\a; z), an ^ 0. Theorem 9.1. A formal polynomial of the nth degree corresponds, at any point b, to a polynomial of the nth degree.
Proof. By Theorem 7.2, a,-ZMia; z) can be represented by a formal power series around b. Using (7.4) we obtain v (9.2) a,-Z<">(a;a) = £ C.Ja.-Z<-">(<*; b)]-Z<*\b\z).
In this formula (a generalization of the binomial formula) the center of multiplication is at b and ö"-Z("-"'(a; b) is to be treated as a constant.
By virtue of (9.2), (9.1) can be written in the form /(*) = ba 4-bi-Z^ib; a) + ..
. 4-&"Z<»>(J; z).
It is easily seen that an^0 implies £»"^0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (9.2) could also be proved by direct computation. Therefore Theorem 9.1 holds independently of hypothesis ß.
We now prove the following theorems. Theorem 9.2. If 2 is a normal matrix, a formal polynomial of nth degree possesses exactly n zeros (each zero being counted according to its multiplicity). Theorem 9.3. A formal polynomial of the nth degree possesses not more than ra zeros (each zero being counted according to its multiplicity).
We shall prove the first theorem without making use of hypothesis ß. Therefore the second is implied by the first. For, let f(z) be a formal polynomial of the rath degree, 10. 2-exponential and 2-trigonometric functions. In this section we consider 2-monogenic functions which at a point z = Zo correspond to the analytic functions aea<*-zo\ a sin a(* -*o), ß cos a(z -*o).
These functions might be called 2-exponential and 2-trigonometric functions;
they will be denoted by (10.1) a-Eizo; a, z), a-Siz0; a, z), a-Ciz0; a, z).
Ii Zo = 0, we omit it. If ö = 1, we omit it. Proof. If we write down the formal power series for the functions (10.1) and apply (9.2) we obtain by a formal calculation the following "addition theorems" : (10.3) a-E(z0; a, z) = {a-E(z0; a, zi)}-E(zi; a, z), (10.4) a-S(z0; a, z) = {a-S(zQ;a, Zi)}-C(zi; a, z) + {a-C(z0;a, Zi)}-S(zi; a, z), By virtue of Theorem 10.1 it will suffice to consider the functions E, S, C. These functions possess many properties similar to those of the ordinary exponential and trigonometric functions. For instance, we have
In these formulae the center of multiplication is at the origin. Note that for real values of a, E(a,z) is an entire function of a. (The same applies to S and C.) However, the valu'e of this function for a =a' +ia" is, in general, different from E (Ia' +ia", z) .
In what follows we consider only real values of a. A simple formal calculation yields the separation of the functions E, S, C into their real and imaginary parts. We set
(These functions correspond at the origin to the analytic functions sinh az, cosh az, respectively.) Then .
(10.6) (10.7) (10.8)
iy) -S(a, x)S(a, iy).
Similar formulae hold for i· E, i· S, i· C. Proof. It will be sufficient to consider the differential equation for u. This completes the proof.
The similarity between the functions E, S, C and the ordinary exponential and trigonometric functions is also exhibited by the following theorems (which could be extended easily and supplemented by others of the same kind). (10.7), (10.11) and (10.12) imply that S(a, x0) = C(a, x0)=0. Therefore S(a, z) =0 for $Rz = x0-This is impossible by virtue of Theorem 7.3. A similar argument holds for the function C. 11. Final remarks. In the hyperbolic case, <ri(r2TiT2 < 0. The formal part of our considerations can be carried out without any changes. Since the equations (1.3), (1.4) are now of hyperbolic type, the real and the imaginary parts of a 2-monogenic function are not necessarily analytic functions of x and y. Neither are the Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 true. These indications may be sufficient.
If at z = Zo, (Ti(T2TiT2 = 0, we call zo a critical point. A critical point lies on a critical line along which o-io-2tit2 = 0. The integrals defining the formal powers Z(z), i-Z(z) are not necessarily convergent when z or z0 are critical points, or when these points are separated by a critical line. If the integrals are convergent, they represent 2-monogenic functions. In such a way it is possible to obtain particular solutions of partial differential equations which are elliptic in one part of the plane and hyperbolic in another. We also note that at a critical point the uniqueness Theorem 6.1 is not necessarily true.
Finally we note several open questions which seem to be of interest. What is the connection between the domains of existence of corresponding 2-monogenic and analytic functions? Can a 2-monogenic function, defined in a simply connected domain, be approximated by formal polynomials?
Under what conditions is it possible to find a 2-monogenic function which maps a given domain into a given domain?
